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APPENDIX C 
 

Overall Information Details of Full Equality Impact Analysis 

Financial Year and 
Quarter 

2020/21 Q3 

Name and details of 
policy, strategy, 
function, project, 
activity, or 
programme  

This impact assessment concerns a proposal to amend the residents’ parking permit pricing structure 
so that the cost of permits was more directly related to CO2 emissions. 
 

The Council’s current residents’ parking permit pricing structure is based on CO2 emissions but is banded into 
7 bands. Prices of annual permits range from £90 to £242. There are further charges of £47 for diesel vehicles 
which do not meet the Euro 6 standard and £78 for second and subseuqent pemits in households. 
 
The Council is proposing to changing this pricing structure to the one outlined in the table below 

 
The second and subsequent permit charge would increase by inflation, as it does every year. 
 
The maximum CO2 g/km used to generate the cost payable for the “Band 2” element in the table above, i.e. 
before any surcharges are applied, would be capped at 250 g/km in 2021/22, 300 g/km in 2022/23 and 350 
g/km in 2023/24. From 2024/25 onwards there would be no cap on the maximum cost of a permit. 
 

 
12 Months 

Base cost of a permit (this would be payable regardless of the type of permit or 
vehicle and is charged to cover the cost to the Council for issuing a permit 
which is the same regardless of the length of the permit) 

£21 

Band 1 Fully electric car or other zero emissions vehicle  will be the same 
price as the base permit price 

 £0  

Band 2 Price per CO2 g/km (this will be added to the cost of the base permit 
price) 

£0.96 per CO2 g/km 

   

Diesel Surcharge (pre-Euro 6) including electric diesel/ diesel hybrid registered 
before 1 September 2015 

 £60 
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Lead Officers  Name: Antoneta Horbury 
Position: Transport Policy Manager 
Email: Antoneta.Horbury@rbkc.gov.uk 
Telephone No: 020 7361 2094 

Lead Borough Royal Borough of Kensington and Chelsea 

Date of completion of 
final Full EIA 

19 November 2020 

 

Section 02  Scoping of Full EIA 

Plan for completion  

Analyse the 
impact of 
the policy, 
strategy, 
function, 
project, 
activity, or 
programme 

Protected 
characteristic 

Borough Analysis  

 

Impact 
(Positive, 
Negative, 
Neutral) 

Age Resident parking permit data was analysed to establish whether, as was claimed, 
older residents are more likely to have older cars than younger residents. This is 
because, as a rule, newer vehicles will attract a lower permit fee than equivalent 
older vehicles, as a result of having lower CO2 emissions. It was found that  the 
average CO2 emissions of vehicles belonging to residents aged over 65 were 
lower than for residents aged under 65. However, the expected average increase 
in cost is slightly higher for the over 65s than for the under 65s. It is believed that 
this is because residents who are older than 65 are less likely to have a vehicle 
in Band 1 and therefore less likely to gain the saving in permit price which 
vehicles in Band 1, particularly those that are zero emissions, are likely to obtain.  
 
There is very little difference between residents over 65 and residents under 65 
in terms of the distribution of the number of those who will pay less, pay about 
the same, or pay more, under the new proposals. For example, 26 per cent of 
under 65s and 24 per cent of over 65s will face an increase in permits cost of 
more than £25.  
 
 

Neutral 
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The increase in the diesel surcharge is intended to discourage the ownership and 
use of diesel vehicles. Diesel vehicles produce harmful emissions which affect 
unborn babies and children more than adults. 
 

Disability Disabled residents are eligible for a purple badge, which is issued free of charge, 
and so would not need to apply for a resident’s parking permit. 
The increase in the diesel surcharge is intended to discourage the ownership and 
use of diesel vehicles. Diesel vehicles produce harmful emission which affect 
those suffering from lung conditions more than those who don’t. 

Positive 

Gender 
reassignment 

No impact 
 

Neutral 

Marriage and 
Civil Partnership 

No impact 
 

Neutral 

Pregnancy and 
maternity 

 The increase in the diesel surcharge is intended to discourage the ownership 
and use of diesel vehicles. Diesel vehicles produce harmful emissions which 
affect unborn babies more than adults. 

Positive 

Race No impact Neutral 

Religion/belief 
(including non-
belief) 

No impact Neutral 

Sex No impact Neutral 

Sexual 
Orientation 

No impact 
 
 

Neutral 

Human Rights or Children’s Rights 

No impact 
 
Socio-economic impact 

 2,424 residents would pay between £25 and £70 less than the current cost of their existing permit; and 

 1,600 residents would pay up to £25 less than the current cost of their existing permit; and 

 2,121 residents would pay the same as the current cost of their existing permit; and 

 20,307 residents would pay up to £25 more than the current cost of their existing permit; and 

 6,138 residents would pay between £25 and £50 more than the current cost of their existing permit; and 

 915 residents would pay over £50 more than the current cost. Because of the capping system, the most that any 
of these residents would pay in 2021/22 would be £88 more than the current cost of their existing permit. 
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We have no data on the socio-economic group, or income levels, of residents who hold a residents’ parking permit and so 
do not know whether those who would pay more are in higher or lower socio-economic groups, although it is clear that 
any increase in charge would impact people with smaller disposable incomes more than those with higher disposable 
incomes. Government research has found that the areas that have the worst air quality are the most deprived. Therefore 
improvements in air quality should have a greater positive impact in areas of deprivation. 
 

Section 03 Analysis of relevant data   

Documents and data 
reviewed 

Data: 

Comparative data on the CO2 emissions of vehicles and the age of residents is available for around 22,516 
residents. This is because the others either i) relate to vehicles so old that the DVLA doesn’t hold CO2 data 
(these vehicles would pay the same as they do now if Petrol or £13 more if diesel) or ii) have vehicle 
registrations which weren’t in the dataset for which we have the CO2 emissions, e.g. residents have changed 
vehicle or moved into the borough since February 2020, or iii) there were other inaccuracies in the data which 
made it unuseable. Motorcycles were excluded from this analysis so as to not skew the results (all motorcycles 
will pay less under the new charging regime or remain free). 
 
It was found that 25 per cent of permit holders were aged over 65. The key findings from this data are shown 
in Table 1 below. 
 
Table 1: Summary of data analysed 
 

 Residents aged 18 to 65 Residents aged over 65 

Average CO2 g/km 159.0 157.2 

Percentage who pay the diesel 
surcharge 

16.0% 14.1% 

Difference between the new 
price to be paid and the old price 
(assuming inflationary increase) 

£15.81 £16.64 

Difference between the new 
price to be paid and the old price 
(assuming inflationary increase) 
excluding the diesel surcharge 
which is unlikely to be paid for 
more than a year due to the 
introduction of the ULEZ (as 

£13.73 £14.80 
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vehicles which attract the diesel 
surcharge are not ULEZ 
compliant) 

 
It is surprising that although residents aged over 65 have vehicles with lower average CO2 g/km emissions 
than residents under 65, and are less likely to have vehicles attracting the diesel surcharge, the expected 
increase in cost is slightly higher for over 65s It is believed that this is because residents who are older than 
65 are less likely to have a vehicle in Band 1 and therefore less likely to benefit from  the saving in permit price 
which vehicles in Band 1, particularly those that are zero emissions, are likely to attract. Table 2 shows the 
distribution of vehicles in the different bands and Table 3 shows the distribition in actual cost paid for those 
who are under 65 and those who are over 65. 
 
Table 2: Distribution of existing permits 

  
Residents aged 18 to 65 Residents aged over 65 

Band 1 10% 7% 

Band 2 14% 15% 

Band 3 25% 26% 

Band 4 11% 12% 

Band 5 12% 11% 

Band 6 17% 16% 

Band 7 9% 6% 

Over 1549cc 3% 6% 

Under 1549cc 1% 1% 

 
Table 3: Distribution of difference in permit costs between new system and existing system (assuming an 

inflationary increase on existing permit costs 
  

Residents aged 18 to 65 Residents aged over 65 

Pay between £50 and £70 less 3% 1% 

Pay between £25 and £49 less 1% 1% 

Pay the same and up to £24 less 9% 13% 

Pay up to £24 more 61% 61% 

Pay between £25 and £49 more 21% 18% 

Pay between £50 and £88 more 5% 6% 
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The resident parking permit application form does not capture any equalities information, apart from age, and 
no socio-economic information so no further analysis on other equality impacts can be undertaken. 
 
Documents:  
The Draft Key Decision report consulted on can be found here 
https://www.consultation.rbkc.gov.uk/project/3936 
 
Government report on air quality and social deprivation 
https://uk-air.defra.gov.uk/assets/documents/reports/cat09/0701110944_AQinequalitiesFNL_AEAT_0506.pdf 
 

New research n/a 
 

 

Section 04 Consultation 

Consultation  A draft version of the attached Key Decision report was circulated to Residents Associations and all ward 
councillors for comment between 28 September and 10 November 2020 before the decision was proposed. 
It was also uploaded to the consultation part of the Council's website  and advertised via e-newsletters sent 
to residents who subscribe to them. Full details of all comments received can be found in Appendix B. 

Analysis of 
consultation outcomes  

A summary of all the comments received and officers' response to them can be found in Appendix A.  
 
The consultation received mixed responses with some residents in favour of the proposed changes and some 
against. The top 3 points made and the Council’s response is repeated below: 
1) The most popular comment related to the timing of implementation of the proposals which 29 respondents 
felt should be later than 1 April 2021 for a variety of reasons.  
Officer response: The cap set for the CO2 emissions for the first year will mean that no resident will be asked 
to pay an increase in their permit cost of more than £88; the majority of residents will face an increase of  less 
than £25, with over 6,000 residents paying less than they currently do. Whilst the new charges will come in 
on 1 April, residents will have until the renewal date of their permit to change their vehicle, so some will not 
be affected by the increase until as late as March 2022.  

2) Several respondents noted that electric vehicles were expensive and so poorer residents would be 
adversely affected by this policy and that the policy would only benefit a few residents financially.  
Officer response: To achieve a saving on the cost of a residents’ permit, residents do not need to switch to 
an electric vehicle but just to a vehicle with lower CO2 emissions. This can be achieved by moving from a 
large car to a smaller car of the same age, or a slightly newer model of an equivalent car. 

https://www.consultation.rbkc.gov.uk/project/3936
https://uk-air.defra.gov.uk/assets/documents/reports/cat09/0701110944_AQinequalitiesFNL_AEAT_0506.pdf
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3) Several respondents believed that the policy would not achieve its objectives for a variety of reasons.  
Officer response: It is true that many factors affect air quality, but the Council cannot control all of them. The 
revised permit structure seeks to encourage change in one area over which the Council has some influence, 
namely residents’ choice of vehicles. The Council already charges for residents’ parking permits based on 
CO2 emissions – the revised permit structure aims to apply the same principle in a different way to provide a 
stronger incentive for residents to move to cleaner vehicles.  
 
A few respondents thought that the policy would penalise older people who were more likely to have older 
vehicles with higher emissions and that the ULEZ was already penalising old cars. A couple of respondents 
were concerned that the policy would adversely affect Blue Badge holders. These issues are dealt with in 
Section 5 below. 
 

Section 05 Analysis of impact and outcomes 

Analysis Resident parking permit data was analysed to establish whether, as was claimed, older residents are more 
likely to have older cars than younger residents. This is because, as a rule, newer vehicles will attract a lower 
permit fee than equivalent older vehicles, as a result of having lower CO2 emissions.  It was found that  the 
average CO2 emissions of vehicles belonging to residents aged over 65 were lower than for residents aged 
under 65. However, the expected average increase in cost is slightly higher for the over 65s than for the under 
65s. It is believed that this is because residents who are older than 65 are less likely to have a vehicle in Band 
1 and therefore less likely to gain the saving in permit price which vehicles in Band 1, particularly those that 
are zero emissions, are likely to obtain.  
 
Blue Badge holders will not be adversely affected by this policy as this policy relates to resident parking 
permits and not Blue Badges.  

Section 06 Reducing any adverse impacts and recommendations 

Outcome of Analysis There is very little difference between residents over 65 and residents under 65 in terms of the distribution of 
the number of those who will pay less, pay about the same, or pay more, under the new proposals. For 
example, 26 per cent of under 65s and 24 per cent of over 65s will face an increase in permits cost of more 
than £25. 
The existing residents’ parking permit charging structure is based on CO2 emissions with vehicles with higher 
emissions paying more. The Council has made a commitment to tackle CO2 emissions and to improve air 
quality and this policy aims to do this by encouraging residents to move to cleaner vehicles which will be either 
smaller versions of vehicles of the same age or newer vehicles.  
Blue Badge holders who are resident in the borough are likely to have a Purple Badge which will continue to 
be issued free of charge and so would be unaffected by this proposal. 
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Section 07 Action Plan 

Action Plan  Issue identified Action (s) to be 
taken 

When Lead 
officer 
and 
borough 

Expected 
outcome 

Date added to 
business/service 
plan 

The resident parking 
permit application form 
does not capture any 
equalities information, 
apart from age, and no 
socia-economic 
information 

Resident parking 
permit application 
form to be brought 
in line with other 
Council service 
application forms 
in the collection of 
equalities 
information and 
socio-economic 
information 

1 April 
2021 

Antoneta 
Horbury 

Easier to assess 
equality impacts 
of future 
changes to the 
resident parking 
permit system 

1 April 2021 

 

 

Section 08 

Chief Officers’ sign-off Name: Mahmood Siddiqi 
Position: Director for Streets and Regulatory Services 
Email: Mahmood.Siddiqi@rbkc.gov.uk 
Telephone No: 020 7361 3589 

Key Decision Report 
(if relevant) 

Date of report to Cabinet Member: 25 November 2020 
Key equalities issues have been included: yes 

Lead Equality 
Manager (where 
involved) 

Name: Angela Chaudhry 
Position: Equalities and Diversity Officer 
Date advice / guidance given: 23 November 2020 
Telephone No: 020 7361 2654 

  

 


